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Hello,
The present U.S. commercial nuclear industry, with their 34% efficient plants, is having trouble competing with the gasfueled combined cycle electricity generating competitors with their 60%(+ ?) efficient plants. Wouldn' t you think that
improving plant efficiency should also be getting attention right now?
Thank you,
Tom Gurdziel
Member, ASME
From: Tom Gurdziel [mailto:tgurdziel@twcny.rr.com]
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Subject: NRC Briefing on Accident Tolerant Fuel, (first half only)

Good morning,
I didn't have time to listen to more than the first half of this meeting tonight. But I will take the time to make a few
comments. Let me begin by saying that I thought listening to this part of the meeting was a rewarding use of my
time . In particular, I thought those comments made by the Chairman starting about 1:15 (and the responses she
received), were especially informative.
What will it cost to develop even just one type of "accident tolerant fuel". Here's a problem, so let's just stop here a
moment. If you listened at about 33 :30(-), you heard that accident tolerant fuel will NOT avoid melting, it just gives you
a little more time until it starts melting. Maybe we should refer to it as ADF or accident-delaying-fuel. Next, I want to
know what is the financial value of accident-delaying-fuel that delays fuel melting for, say, 1 Yi hours.
Let' s take it to Japan.
OK, we are now at a nuclear plant site where the upper management will not accept any outsider' s estimate of trouble,
such as a 15.7 meter high tsunami. When a slightly lower tsunami does arrive, the plant is disabled. At Unit 1, the
operators call the on-site Emergency Center and ask for assistance in providing water to their Emergency
Condensers. That assistance is NOT provided . (The Site Emergency Director does not know that the Emergency
Condensers need to periodically be refilled. But it really doesn't matter since he was out of the room when the call
came in and he was not told about it upon his return .) Look at your IAEA report, "Technical Volume 1/5, Description and
Context of the Accident", page 139 to see that "core degradation and major atmospheric releases occurred some 4-5
hours after Unit 1 tripped" . Since this was with non-accident tolerant fuel, let's just add that 1 Yi hours for accident
tolerant fuel. Now core degradation would occur at 5 Yi to 6 Yi hours.
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Would that have made any difference at all?
Because, if it wouldn't, why are we spending money on different hardware, (fuel), when the need would appea r to be
increased site employee knowledge?
Thank you,
Tom Gurdziel
Not to mention that the entire industry, (not just here in the US), has not yet accepted the fact that the logic provided
on some Tokyo Electric Power Company, lnc./Fukushima Dai ichi safety systems protects the individual safety system at
the expense of the reactor core. This should not be considered acceptable . (A description of this problem is available in
"SIDEBAR 5.3", pages 184 & 185 of the first National Academy report "Lessons Learned from the Fukushima Nuclea r
Accident for Improving Safety of U.S. Nuclear Plants". Unfortunately, the material is presented as if it is the proper wa y
to do safety system logic.)
In other words, even if the Unit 1 Emergency Condensers had received more water, they still wouldn't have worked with
the installed logic keeping them isolated (for their own protection).
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